This paper illustrates how m a c hine learning techniques can be utilised within intelligent software agents which assist users with the management of Web-based information. We discuss a number of recent activities within the Learning Agents & Systems 1 group at Aberdeen, namely: a generic Web browsing assistant an agent which constructs personalised travel brochures the application of clustering techniques to Web browser histories and multi-agent support for adaptive user querying.
Introduction
The recent, rapid growth of the World Wide Web has led to enormous amounts of on-line information. However, as the volume of this information has increased, so have the problems encountered by users in dealing with it. Interface agents have been proposed as one solution to this problem and can be characterised as systems which \employ Arti cial Intelligence techniques to provide assistance to users dealing with a particular computer application" 1].
In order to be able to assist the user, an agent m ust be provided with knowledge of its domain. Two approaches have traditionally been employed to achieve this. The rst and most common approach is for users to provide the agent with rules. For example, the Oval system 2] employs rules to determine if a mail message is of interest, and to decide upon the relevant action to perform. A number of systems have employed scripting languages to allow u s e r s t o specify rules. However, the overhead involved in learning and applying such a language may discourage non-technical users from using these systems. The second approach i n volves endowing the agent with extensive domain-speci c knowledge about both the application and the user. Though this approach shifts the task of programming the agent from the user to the knowledge engineer, the knowledge of the agent is xed, i.e. it is di cult to customise to the user's changing preferences and habits. A more practical approach that o ers exibility for a wide range of users is one that relies on the application of machine learning techniques. The agent is given a minimum of background knowledge, and learns appropriate behaviour from the user and perhaps other agents 3]. The use of machine learning methods to develop a pro le of user preferences allows the agent to adapt to changes in user behaviour, as well as eliminating the need for explicit programming with rules or scripts. This paper illustrates a numb e r o f w ays in which m a c hine learning techniques can be applied within intelligent software agents. We began our work in this area by d e v eloping a basic learning agent a r c hitecture 4]. As a user 1 http://www.csd.abdn.ac.uk/~pedwards/res/las.html interacts with an underlying software application, observations are made of his/her behaviour such observations typically consist of documents (e.g. electronic mail messages, Web pages) and corresponding user actions (e.g. a n umerical interest rating for a Web page). These observations are passed to a term selection module, which generates training examples to be used by a learning algorithm in order to produce a user-pro le. Training examples summarise the content of a document as a collection of terms, selected using metrics such as frequency of occurrence. We h a ve explored a variety of di erent learning approaches to create user-pro les, including the C4. 5 6] rule induction algorithm, and the IBPL 4] instance-based algorithm. Rule induction algorithms take a collection of training examples and induce symbolic rules which can be used to predict actions for new, unseen document instances. IBPL does not perform an explicit rule generation phase, rather it stores instances for use during the prediction phase. The stored instances are compared with descriptions of new situations and a prediction determined, based on a similarity measure between the new and old instances.
Related Work
Recent y ears have seen a rapid expansion in research i n to intelligent agents for information management in this section we highlight a n umber of approaches which h a ve employed machine learning techniques.
NewsWeeder 7] is a news-ltering system which prioritises USENET news articles for a user using the Minimum Description Length algorithm 8]. The user may c hoose to read a newsgroup from the normal newsgroup hierarchy, or read NewsWeeder's virtual newsgroup. This virtual newsgroup contains a personalised list of one-line article summaries, from which the user may select a group of articles to read. NewT (News Tailor) 9] adopts a genetic algorithm-based approach t o i d e n tify articles of interest to the user. A population of ltering agents exists, where each a g e n t is responsible for ltering news from a speci ed news hierarchy. New articles are rst converted into a v ector space representation 10] before being tested against an interest pro le. Articles are ranked according to the closeness of the match, and the highest ranking articles are presented to the user.
WebWatcher 11] is an information search assistant for the World Wide Web which attempts to recommend links that a user should follow. The system learns by observing the user's reaction to its advice and the eventual success or failure of the user's actions. Webhound 12] is a personalised World Wide Web document ltering system that recommends new documents to the user based on observation. An agent w i n d o w enables users to interact with their own personal Web agent. The system employs social information ltering 3] to recommend documents to a user by comparing materials deemed to be of interest to one user with a database of other users' preferences.
We w i l l n o w describe four Web agents: LAW, ELVIS, CUSTARD and MAVA.
3 LAW -A Learning Apprentice for the World Wide Web LAW 1 3 ] helps a user nd new and interesting information on the World Wide Web. It provides assistance in two w ays: by i n teractively suggesting links to the user as they browse the Web, and through the use of a separate Web robot that attempts to nd pages that might b e o f i n terest. An existing graphical Web browser Chimera was modi ed to incorporate the agent, which is itself based on the generic learning agent a r c hitecture discussed above.
As the user browses the Web using the modi ed browser (Figure 1 ), data is collected about the documents viewed and any actions taken, such as whether the user saved the location of a page as a bookmark or printed a page. The user can also give direct feedback by pressing an agent button, which indicates that they found a page interesting. This information is used to create two pro les. The rst pro le represents the links which the user followed or found interesting the second describes interesting pages. The two are referred to as the link pro le and page pro le respectively.
To construct the set of instances needed for the link pro le, the terms associated with each link in each document must be identi ed. Four distinct groups of terms are extracted from each l i n k : those in the link text, the text surrounding the link, the heading nearest the link, and the title of the document. Each link is represented as an instance made up of these four attributes and is given a classi cation of either interesting or uninteresting. If a l i n k l e d t o a page that the user saved as a bookmark, printed, or visited frequently then it is classi ed as interesting, otherwise it is classi ed as uninteresting.
The training data required for the page pro le is constructed in a similar manner. An instance is created for each unique document, containing terms from the title, headings, links, and free text of the document. Each instance is classi ed as interesting or uninteresting, where interesting implies that the user gave direct feedback to the agent or that the page was visited frequently, w as saved as a bookmark or printed.
Only the ve most signi cant terms are extracted from each eld in the document. Low entropy terms are removed, such a s the, and, etc. and the remaining terms rated using a measure of term signi cance. A n umber of di erent measures have been compared, including term frequency, TFIDF (term frequency versus inverse document frequency), and a measure based on term relevance 10].
The modi ed Web browser can be set in one of four modes: inactive, learning, advising or learning and advising. When the agent is in learning mode, the data needed to generate the pro les is collected by observing the user's interaction with the browser. When the agent is in advising mode, links within documents are extracted and individually classi ed using the link pro le. The links that are classi ed as interesting are highlighted by inserting an icon immediately prior to the link in the document. Once all of the links have been analysed, the page is displayed to the user.
The Web robot is a separate program that explores the Web using a best rst search through the links encountered ( Figure 1 ). The robot is given a number of starting points from which to begin its exploration. It then enters the following cycle: load a page, extract and analyse the links within the page, and assess the overall content o f the page. The extracted links are classi ed using the link pro le. Those that are classi ed as interesting are also given a score based on LAW's con dence in its prediction. The scores are used to order the search through the links the highest scoring links being explored rst as they are most like l y t o l e a d t o i n teresting information. The content o f e a c h page is assessed using the page pro le, and if classi ed as interesting is assigned a score. The n highest scoring pages are presented to the user.
A n umber of experiments have been performed to evaluate the e ectiveness of LAW. Space does not permit us to present results here see 13] for full details.
ELVIS -Enhanced Learning Visitor Information System
The ELVIS system is a specialisation of the LAW approach described above. ELVIS gathers HTML documents from a number of sites on the World Wide Web which provide travel information, such as details of hotels, restaurants, museums, galleries, shopping, etc. A personalised brochure is delivered as an HTML page organised under six broad section headings: accommodation, sight seeing, food & drink, entertainment, something active, and shopping an additional heading miscellaneous is used for other relevant material. The entire system is implemented using Java.
Figure 2: ELVIS -client i n terface (left) & sample brochure, showing user feedback ( r i g h t).
A u s e r i n teracts with ELVIS via a simple client a p p l e t e m bedded within a Web page (see Figure 2 ) the applet allows a travel destination and other information such a s t h e user's electronic mail address, dates, destination airport, etc. to be speci ed. This information is communicated to the ELVIS server, which acknowledges its receipt. The user is then free to exit their Web browser, as the request has been entered in a queue maintained by the server. Once at the head of the queue, the destination information is combined with various travel-related keywords (e.g. hotel, museum, gallery) and used to form a series of requests to existing Web search engines 2 .
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At present, ELVIS uses the Yahoo, Excite, and Lycos search engines.
These requests are handled in parallel by E L VIS and in each case, the top 10 hits from each s e a r c h engine are gathered duplicate results are removed and the resulting list of URLs passed to the relevance assessment m o d u l e .
Page relevance is determined as follows: rst ELVIS checks whether the page exists, then the title, headings, and free text are extracted. The resulting lists are then processed to remove l o w entropy terms, before being passed through an implementation of Porter's stemming algorithm 14]. A numerical assessment of relevance is computed by considering the three most frequent terms in each of the lists, and matching these against two pro les the rst pro le contains general travel-related terms (such a s hotel, esta, festival, museum, etc.) while the second contains user-speci c terms (obtained via user feedback from previous brochures). Terms occurring in the generic pro le are all given a numeric weighting of 1.0, while terms in the user-pro le are weighted according to past feedback. The relevance assessment i s computed from the scores of the matching terms, multiplied by the appropriate section weight, i.e. title (1.0), headings (0.8), free text (0.6). If the resulting value exceeds a threshold (adjusted, if necessary, to take the absence of headings, free text, etc. into account), then the page is deemed to be relevant, and is included in the brochure constructed by E L VIS.
In addition to accessing the pages identi ed via the search engine queries, ELVIS also contacts a number of hotel and airline reservation/information sites, e.g. http://www.marriott.com. These sites are used to provide additional information on hotel availability, ight timings, etc. Once brochure assembly is complete, ELVIS sends a message (using the mail address supplied with the original request) to advise the user of the brochure's location 3 . Part of a sample brochure appears in Figure 2 .
The user is able to provide relevance feedback to the agent, by using a rating applet appearing to the right o f each brochure entry numerical ratings on a scale of 1 (good) to 7 (bad) are communicated directly to the ELVIS server by this applet. This information is used, together with the terms summarising the content of the rated document, to add new term/weight pairs to the user-pro le or to re ne weights associated with existing pro le terms.
CUSTARD -Clustering User Browser Histories
Utilities such a s browser-history 4 allow users to maintain a log (in HTML format) of every Web page they have visited unfortunately, such logs quickly become large and di cult to navigate. We are currently exploring the use of unsupervised learning (speci cally conceptual clustering 15]) in order to present s u c h information in a way that is more meaningful to a user. This involves grouping similar documents together, and presenting the user with clusters of documents, rather than a at list. The user can choose to view as many groups of documents as they wish, using the conceptual descriptions of the clusters as a navigation aid. These conceptual descriptions can also be treated as a concise pro le of the user's information preferences. Such a pro le could be utilised to locate documents similar to those the user has previously found to be of interest.
CUSTARD (Clustering USer Text And Re ning Document descriptions) employs a basic clustering algorithm, capable of processing over 1000 HTML documents. Instances are generated by visiting each URL and extracting the most frequently occurring terms to represent the document. Once these instances have been clustered, a local Web page is produced, containing groups of original document titles and associated hyperlinks. We are currently investigating techniques which w i l l a l l o w the user to provide feedback to the agent so that, by re ning its knowledge of the user, the agent m a y alter its clustering strategy to suit the user's view of the information space.
MAVA -Adapting Visitor Information Queries
Users wishing to interact with Web-based information resources are often provided with a form-based query interface. We a r e i n vestigating how such i n terfaces can be augmented with intelligent a g e n ts which reason about the likely success of a user query, and if necessary, adapt the query (through the use of background knowledge) to increase its chance of success success being measured in terms of the number of hits obtained.
MAVA (Multi-Agent Visitor Advising) employs a number of such agents to mediate access to a collection of databases containing information on hotels, restaurants and pubs in the Aberdeen area. The MAVA architecture is shown in Figure 3 . The Bellboy, Maitre d' and Landlord agents each monitor queries submitted via a Webbased interface to their respective databases, and if the number of hits generated by a query is below a threshold value, attempt to adapt the query. Each agent employs its own specialist knowledge base which contains details of the acceptable modi cations to user queries. For example, Bellboy is able to relax the requirement that a hotel room have a four-poster bed (if this is resulting in no matches within the hotel database), but is unable to alter a request for a double room into a request for a single. In addition to adapting user queries, each of the MAVA agents is also able to observe user activity and share meta-level information with the other agents. For example, if the Bellboy observes that a certain user is searching for expensive hotels in a particular geographical area (say, near the airport) it can communicate this to the Maitre d' and Landlord agents. Should the user subsequently query either of the other databases during the same session, these agents can make use of the information as additional knowledge to guide the query adaptation process.
Conclusions
This paper has summarised recent w ork at Aberdeen on the development o f a g e n t-enhanced tools for managing Web-based information. We have developed a variety of applications, and in the process have explored the performance of di erent m a c hine learning techniques and/or term selection methods.
Our work has demonstrated that it is possible to integrate agents which learn user-pro les into existing Internet software. This integration can be achieved in such a w ay that the user is not impeded in their use of the tool and is not forced to change their manner of working. Once generated, interest pro les can be used in a variety of ways, e.g. to lter incoming information, to highlight relevant information, to guide searches, or to determine how information is presented to the user. We are currently investigating techniques which i n tegrate information retrieval and machine learning methods, in an attempt to improve the classi cation accuracy of learned pro les.
